
       
     

   
   
  

     

   

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

  

 
   

 
 

 

 

 
 

 

PUBLIC STARTUP COMPANY, INC. 
https://www.publicstartup.com 
2360 Corporate Circle, Suite 400 
Henderson, NV 89074-7739 
July 16, 2014 

To: Mary Jo White, Chair From: Jason Coombs, Co-Founder and CEO 
Elizabeth M. Murphy, Secretary Public Startup Company, Inc. 
Charles Kwon, Office of Chief Counsel, http://twitter.com/JasonCoombsCEO 
Division of Corporation Finance http://JOBS-ACT.com/Coombs.Jason 
Securities and Exchange Commission http://facebook.com/publicstartup/info 
100 F Street, NE, Washington, DC 20549-1090 http://linkedin.com/in/jasoncoombs 

CC: rule-comments@sec.gov http://facebook.com/JasonCoombsCEO 

Re: File No. S7-09-13, http://www.gpo.gov/fdsys/pkg/FR-2013-11-05/pdf/2013-25355.pdf 

This comment illustrates an industry reform in-progress while everyone waits on SEC's Final Rules for 
crowdfunding transactions Section 4(a)(6) of Securities Act of 1933, Release Nos. 33–9470; 34–70741. 

I previously urged the SEC to formally adopt “A Bill of Rights for Securities Issuers Under The JOBS 
Act” https://publicstartup.com/A_Bill_of_Rights_for_Securities_Issuers_Under_The_JOBS_Act.pdf 

See: http://www.sec.gov/comments/s7-09-13/s70913-93.pdf 

One of my previous Comment Letters, on February 22, 2014, illustrated with screen shots and detailed 
explanations a practical problem encountered by issuers who attempted to conduct Rule 506(c) public 
offerings in the months following the SEC's deregulation of general solicitation and advertising. Even 
though the activity had been deemed lawful, many media outlets and advertising venues including in 
social media, such as Twitter, still did not permit issuers to advertise securities offerings to the public. 

See: http://www.sec.gov/comments/s7-09-13/s70913-287.pdf 

It is now the 16th of July, 2014. Days, weeks, months and years keep passing by without action on the 
final Rulemaking process for the JOBS Act by the SEC. Meanwhile, “JOBS Act 2.0” is reportedly now 
being advanced by legislators and lobbyists in the halls of Congress. I fully appreciate that this entire 
subject matter is extremely complex and nuanced, that a reasonable AND CONSTITUTIONAL balance 
must be achieved between investor protection and issuer capital formation freedoms or else there is real 
danger to the public from criminals, terrorists, religious fanatics, psychopaths, banksters, and all former 
employees or co-founders of the SEC, NASD/FINRA and their progeny. A fascinating but sad report by 
PBS today highlights just how much risk there is to everyone if the SEC continues to fail to do its job: 

The cruel key to individual prosperity: choosing the right ancestors 
http://www.pbs.org/newshour/making-sense/cruel-key-individual-prosperity-choosing-right-ancestors/ 

From generation to generation it appears that essentially the only meaningful factor that predetermines 
which of us will accomplish something substantial in the economy is who our parents were. Only over 
long periods of time across multiple generations do societies outside Scandinavia appear to produce a 
substantial amount of social mobility for everyone who has the talent and the drive to succeed. Raising 
capital is one of the only mechanisms available to people who seek to produce new forms of wealth in 
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the world and to create new jobs, new industries and real social mobility for themselves and others, yet 
the SEC and state securities regulators have actively sabotaged and interfered with the raising of capital 
by everyone other than people who were born to the “right” parents ever since the 1933 Securities Act. 

Fortunately for everybody, Twitter has just revised its advertising policies to expressly allow securities 
offerings to be advertised to users in the USA provided that the advertisements include any required 
disclosures and comply with applicable laws. This is very encouraging industry reform in keeping with 
the explicit statutory and Rulemaking language of the JOBS Act and I believe it is essential for the SEC 
to do more to provide companies such as Twitter with explicit safe harbors and instructions for enacting 
corporate policies and procedures in order to ensure that the vast majority, if not all, securities offerings 
comply with the mandatory disclosure and investor information standards enacted by the Commission. 

As the Commission is aware, presently its Rule 506(c) does not impose any disclosure requirements. 
Rule 506(c) also does not impose any information standards of any kind with respect to the content of 
general solicitations and general advertising, deferring instead to the obvious anti-fraud statutes. The 
pending SEC's Rule revision for Title II of the JOBS Act will harmonize with Dodd-Frank to impose 
mandatory disclosures, boilerplate disclaimers and other information standards for investors by general 
solicitations conducted pursuant to Rule 506(c) in which issuers must take “reasonable steps” to ensure 
that any purchasers of the offered securities are “Accredited” investors, and to disqualify “bad actors” 
and certain felons (but not psychopaths) from being involved in future Rule 506(c) Offerings. Currently 
both felons and psychopaths are allowed to conduct Rule 506(c) Offerings because the Commission has 
not bothered to implement a Final Rule revision for Title II of the JOBS act, as it proposed last year. 

See: http://www.sec.gov/comments/s7-06-13/s70613.shtml 

I would like to remind the Commission of my prior suggestion to establish a SEC's Offender Registry. I 
am aware that FINRA has such a registry, but nobody outside of the financial services industry appears 
to be aware of this forensic database. It currently is not part of the proposed Rules promulgated by this 
Commission that issuers be required to have a public profile within such a Registry, so that people can 
see information about each person and each company seeking to raise capital from the public in some 
kind of standardized, authoritative and forensic record-keeping fashion. FINRA's registry of offenders 
is called “Broker Check” and it serves a dual purpose, enabling the public to check the reputation of a 
person who appears to be a broker or a financial services industry participant (and even if unlicensed) 
so that good psychopaths can be identified more easily as good, rather than listing only the bad actors. 

See: http://brokercheck.finra.org/Search/Search.aspx 

If the SEC does not include in its Final Rule for Title II of the JOBS act a requirement for the filing of a 
Form D prior to commencement of general solicitation and general advertising in compliance with Rule 
506(c) then perhaps the Commission should require issuers to establish a public profile record in some 
well-known forensic database or forensic social media resource maintained with integrity by an SRO or 
a forensic social media startup. Even if the SEC's Final Rule for the revised Rule 506(c) does impose a 
Form D filing requirement in advance of a general solicitation under the Rule, having a record of the 
issuer's past Form D filings is just not sufficient to establish any kind of reputation or offender registry. 

See: http://formds.com/filings/newest 

For Title III-compliant equity crowdfunding transactions, funding portals are envisioned as the source 
of limited forensic database record-keeping but the Proposed Rule does not require them to publish any 
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forensic reporting or reputation management tools publicly that would enable the general public to find 
information similar to the record of past disciplinary actions found in FINRA's broker check database. 
There are many ways in which the Commission could improve the forensic record-keeping obligations 
of a funding portal, particularly by requiring portals to maintain the URLs and website content in 
perpetuity for all issuers who use the portal to raise capital from the public. If funding portals do not 
maintain such records and make them available to the public in perpetuity then the SEC should build an 
API for all funding portals to use to submit such information to the SEC, at least after-the-fact, after an 
issuer has completed an equity crowdfunding Offering using the portal, and the SEC should add this 
summary information to the EDGAR forensic database for indefinite future public search and retrieval. 

When a company such as Twitter allows advertisers to solicit investors publicly, it will be very difficult 
or impossible for the issuer/advertiser and the advertising venue to agree about which regulations apply 
and whether the proposed advertisement is in compliance with all applicable securities laws unless the 
SEC finishes publishing its Final Rules soon and includes in these Rules explicit and clear safe harbor 
language with plain language instructions for advertisements or general solicitations. Title III expressly 
permits issuers to advertise their crowdfunding Offerings, provided that the advertisements refer any 
potential investors to the crowdfunding portal for more information about the crowdfunding campaign. 
However, it appears very clear that issuers are permitted to do simultaneous parallel Offerings under 
both Title II and Title III and there appears to be no practical alternative possible for the Final Rule on 
this point. Each Proposed Rule fails to clearly reference the alternative paths to general solicitatation 
and general advertising in connection with unregistered capital formation transactions, so it appears 
very important that the Commission remedy this Rulemaking defect and expressly articulate that each 
form of public offering has its own requirements for regulatory compliance and that there is nothing 
wrong with using all of these forms of compliance in parallel in overlapping advertising campaigns. It 
therefore could be made clear and comprehensible to securities lawyers who advise any company such 
as Twitter that they have safe harbor granted by the SEC which enables the media company to presume 
that the issuer and the issuer's officers, directors and service providers (such as Title III funding portals) 
will comply with the appropriate regulations or securities laws in connection with each mode of public 
offering being advertised. Without such clarity by Final Rule, I believe the forward progress that has 
been made recently, as illustrated by Twitter's revision to its advertising policy for financial services 
companies and securities issuers who conduct their own direct public offerings under the JOBS Act, is 
already tenuous and in danger of reverting to its prior form: expensive and technically-difficult barrier 
to public participation by regular people in our nation's economy, which is a prerequisite to public life. 

The following screen shots show the announcements by email that Twitter is sending to people who 
have previously been denied access to Twitter Ads network because of the previous financial services 
advertising restriction policy, as well as the new policy which expressly permits securities advertising. 

Attention: SEC technical support staff – please do not censor the screen shots below. I do not want my 
email address or other contact information to be concealed. I believe very strongly that the ability to 
participate publicly in society, with forensic transparency through sharing digital information including 
this type of multimedia, is a core “cyber literacy” that all people must have in the future. Censorship of 
my attempts to communicate and to make a forensic public record of these things is contrary to the 
public interest and detrimental to the greater good, and it also discourages others from participating 
because nobody wants to see their hard work and sincere effort censored. People who put in the effort 
to communicate publicly and to participate in a public forum, especially when practicing “forensics” in 
the classic Roman Forum sense of the word, to engage in meaningful and sincere debate and thoughtful 
contemplation of important matters of state and human civilization, truly would rather see our efforts 
ridiculed or attacked by unthinking people than to experience censorship. Thank you for understanding. 














